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The “foreign agents” law first passed in 2012 initially targeted media outlets and civil society groups and
has since been gradually expanded to encompass individual journalists and bloggers. Kremlin.ru

Russian President Vladimir Putin has signed into law fines for publishing information and
reports from “foreign agent” media without identifying the outlet’s status amid what
observers call tightening restrictions on dissent ahead of key elections.

Under to the new law that Putin signed Friday, media organizations can be fined up to 50,000
rubles ($650) for distributing a report without indicating that the distributed material was
produced by a “foreign agent.”

Related article: Russia to Require Candidates to Self-Report ‘Foreign Agent’ Status Under
Newly Passed Law

Individual journalists face fines of up to 2,500 rubles ($33) and officials up to 5,000 rubles
($66) for the same violations.
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The penalties were introduced 10 days after Russia declared Meduza, one of the country’s
most-read independent news outlets, a “foreign agent.” Its chief editor Ivan Kolpakov has
said the designation will allow Russian authorities to block Meduza and imprison its
journalists for reporting errors as well as press felony charges against him.

Meduza, which began publishing out of Latvia in 2014 after its then-chief editor was driven
out of Russia, is among 19 news outlets currently labeled “foreign agents.”

Russia in 2017 labeled the U.S. government-funded Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty and Voice
of America news outlets as “foreign agents” after Russian state-funded RT was declared a
foreign agent in the United States.

The new media penalties come two months after Putin introduced fines of up to 2,500 rubles
for anyone who shares information about or republishes the work of “foreign agents” without
the appropriate designation.

The “foreign agents” law first passed in 2012 initially targeted media outlets and civil society
groups and has since been gradually expanded to encompass individual journalists and
bloggers. Critics say the law’s rigorous auditing requirements for branded entities and steep
fines for violations have a chilling effect on Russian civil society. 

The latest update to Russia's "foreign agents" law comes ahead of this fall's parliamentary
elections, where the Kremlin seeks to maintain the ruling, pro-Putin United Russia party's
majority despite its historically low approval ratings.
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